
Tech Theatre - T Shirt Design Assignment 

 To Turn In: 

o Brainstorming/Rough Draft of Design 

o Final Design  

o Short paragraph explain your design and your design choices including your use of color. 

 Options for Your Design Inspiration 

o Jumpin’ Jupiter 

 Abby, Dot and Pat share an apartment while they try to make it on Broadway. The rent is 

due, and Minnie, their landlady, tells them to pay up or else. Then Pat comes home with a box 

she has found in a garbage can (she got curious when she saw a man drop the box). They open 

it and find $50,000. Abby recalls the news that a ransom of $50,000 would be paid that day to 

Baby Face Ben for kidnapping Irene Manning. They are scared to notify the police, and, to add 

to their predicament, Baby Face Ben has followed Pat home. When Oscar, an astrologer, 

happens by, they take him for one of Ben's men. Having armed themselves, they surround 

Oscar and hilariously make him prove he's an astrologer. As they draft him to help put the 

money back, a brick is thrown through the window, bearing the note: "You have the money 

but that isn't all you're going to get!" What they get is Irene Manning, gagged and bound, on 

their doorstep, and of all times for Minnie to pop in, this would be it! She recognizes Irene and 

runs for the police. With the ransom money and the kidnapped girl in their possession, the mere 

thought of the police petrifies them. How will it all end? 

o Picnic at Hanging Park 

 For a group of Australian schoolgirls, a Valentine's Day outing ends in an intriguing 

mystery. What has happened to the three seniors and the mathematics teacher on top of the 

jagged peaks of Hanging Rock? Who in the large cast of fascinating characters is responsible 

for the crime? Is it Mrs. Appleyard, the matron and headmistress of the college who nips 

brandy on the sly? Does the young, beautiful French teacher Mademoiselle De Poitiers know 

more than she will say to the police? And what about the two young men who watch the girls 

climb the mountain? Why do they return to the rock after the police investigation? Or maybe 

one of the eight remaining schoolgirls conspired against the others … A delicate look at 

crisis, greed and honesty at the turn of the century, Picnic at Hanging Rock invites its 

viewers to examine the people of Woodend and the consequences of their actions.  

o Zombie Play 

 Combination of Comedy and Zombies…What more could you want? 

o Troupe 7346 Shirt 

o District II Shirt 

 


